
Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by cornelvis - 2014/02/16 22:59
_____________________________________

Hi All,

I have an issue with the SLB Lite. It's not displaying properly in Chrome.
It opens the lightbox, but it displays it at the bottom of the page instead of the middle of the screen. It's not even really
the bottom of the page, it even makes it lower.

HAs this to do with a setting or is it because of the image size.

I don't have the problem in MS Internet Explorer (for a change, most of the problems are with this browser normally
hahaha)

Here is the link:

http://www.cornelvis.com/index.php/blog

only the February - 16 - 2014 blog has the lighboxes on the pics.

Any help would be appricated.

Thanks in advance

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by admin - 2014/02/17 06:58
_____________________________________

Hello,

The page contains incorrect HTML code. It seems the code breaks by statistics extension (or incorrect code was added
manually to a site template). You can see it if open HTML source page. The following code:



  
    

var sc_project=9600368; 
var sc_invisible=1; 
var sc_security="e88be6bf"; 
var scJsHost = (("https:" == document.location.protocol) ?
"https://secure." : "http://www.");
document.write("");



        



Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by cornelvis - 2014/02/17 07:15
_____________________________________

Hi,

Thanks for the quick response,
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that's my stat counter and I added it manually, yes.

I will take it out and see if it solves the problem, then see if I can add it somewhere else.

Thanks again.

With kind regards,

Cornelis

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by cornelvis - 2014/02/17 07:20
_____________________________________

OK I tested it and took out the block of code and it's working straight away.

Thanks a million!

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by smanjonh - 2014/07/21 19:36
_____________________________________

It doesnÂ´t work properly in my page when I use Chrome. Lightbox appears but there is no image in it. Here is the url:
http://smanjonh.no-ip.org/relojesdesol/index.php/nosotros

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by admin - 2014/07/22 05:33
_____________________________________

Hello,

Upgrade the extension to the latest version and clean browser's cache.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by jaydeep - 2014/08/26 07:22
_____________________________________

admin wrote:
Hello,

Upgrade the extension to the latest version and clean browser's cache.

Regards,
ARI Soft


How do I upgrade the Plugin? I am using the latest version of SexyLightBox

Please see http://bhattji.com/About-Us and click on any of the images in Our Experts OR Our Team

============================================================================
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Re:Chrome not displaying lightbox properly
Posted by admin - 2014/08/26 07:29
_____________________________________

Hello,

"ARI Sexy Lightbox Lite" plugin is not used on your site. "ARI Sexy Lightbox Lite" is a Joomla! plugin and works on
Joomla! system, but your site is not a Joomla! site.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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